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(54) Title: IMMUNOGENIC PEPTIDE COMPOSITION FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a composition comprising a peptide immunogen useful for the prevention and treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease. More particularly, the peptide immunogen comprises a main functional/regulatory site, an N-terminal fragment of Amyloid (Ab) peptide linked to a helper T cell epitope (Th) having multiple class II MHC binding motifs. The peptide immunogen elicit a site-directed immune response against the main functional/regulatory site of the Ab peptide and generate antibodies, which are highly cross-reactive to the soluble Ab1-42 peptide and the amyloid plaques formed in the brain of Alzheimer's Disease patients. The antibodies elicited being cross reactive to the soluble Ab1-42 peptide, promote fibril disaggregation and inhibit fibrillar aggregation leading to immunoneutralization of the "soluble Ab-derived toxins"; and being cross-reactive to the amyloid plaques, accelerate the clearance of these plaques from the brain. Thus, the composition of the invention comprising the peptide immunogen is useful for the prevention and treatment of Alzheimer's Disease.
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Group I, claim(s) 1-80 drawn to the extent of the first appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitope of SEQ ID NO:1 shared with SEQ ID NO's:52-54, and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65 and first method of use in a method of preventing or treating Alzheimer’s Disease and producing antibodies.

Groups II-XXVI (2-26), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the second to twenty sixth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitope of SEQ ID NO's:2-26 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XXVII (27), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the twenty seventh appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the shared Th epitope of SEQ ID NO's:27 and 30 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XXVIII-XXIX (28-29), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the twenty eighth to twenty ninth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitope of SEQ ID NO's:28-29 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XXX-XXXVI (30-36), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the thirtieth to thirty sixth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitope of SEQ ID NO's:31-37 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XXXVII-XXXVI (37), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the thirty seventh appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the shared Th epitope of SEQ ID NO's:38 and 41 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XXXVIII-XXXIX (38-39), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the thirty eighth to thirty ninth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO's:39-40 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XL-XLI (40-42), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the fortieth to forty second appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO's:42-44 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XLIII (43), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the forty third appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the shared Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO's:45 and 50 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XLIV-XLVII (44-47), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the forty fourth to forty seventh appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO's:46-49 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group XLVIII (48), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the forty eighth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitope of SEQ ID NO:51 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.
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Group ILIII (49-53), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the forty ninth to fifty third appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO:55-59 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65.

Group LIV (54), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the fifty fourth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the shared Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO:60-61 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65

Group LV (55), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the fifty fifth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO:62 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65

Group LVI (56), claim(s) 1-40 drawn to the extent of the fifty sixth appearing special technical feature peptides comprising respectively the shared Th epitopes of SEQ ID NO:63-64 and an N-terminal fragment of Abeta peptide consisting of 10-28 residues wherein each fragment comprises amino acid 1 of SEQ ID NO:65

Groups LXVII-CXII (57-112), claim(s) 41-80 drawn to the extent of a method of preventing or treating Alzheimer's Disease and producing antibodies via administration of the second to fifty seventh appearing special technical feature peptides.

The inventions listed as Groups I-CXII do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons: The peptide of SEQ ID NO:1 lacks unity in view of Efim Ladd et al., US 5,759,551 issued June 2, 1998, see in particular SEQ ID NO:10. The peptide of SEQ ID NO:65 lacks unity in view of Glenner and Wong., Biochem. Biophys. Res. Comm., 1984, 120:885-890 and Glenner and Wong, Biochem. Biophys. Res. Comm., 1984, 122:1131-1135. In addition, the N-terminal fragment of 10-28 residues of Abeta that includes the first residue lacks unity in view of Hanan and Solomon, Int. J. Exp. Clin. Investigat., 3:130-133, 1996(a), Solomon et al., PNAS 93:452-455, 1996(b) and Solomon et al., PNAS 94:4109-4112, 1997. Further, the special technical features each lack common structure and function. In particular, the Thelper cell epitopes differ in primary amino acid sequence and specificity in production and binding of antibodies. The Thelper cell epitopes also differ in their pathogen of origin, i.e., HBs, FF, TT, MVP, DT, PF, SM, TraT, HBe, and CTP as disclosed and thus differentially stimulate immune responses. In addition, while the N-terminal fragments share in common amino acids 1-10 of Abeta, the N-terminal fragments differ in length and hence in full length sequence. Further, the different fragments ranging from 10-28 amino acids in length differ in their ability to stimulate B-cell responses, react with antibodies and ability to stimulate disaggregation as noted in Hanan and Solomon, Solomon 1996(a) and Solomon 1996(b). While this literature supports a lack of unity between the N-terminal fragments, no further division is set forth on this basis. The methods are characterized by administration of the unique special technical feature peptides corresponding to unique Th epitopes that differentially stimulate antibody responses and binding to antibodies. The methods thus lack unity as they each use the different special technical features as noted in Groups I-56 as set forth above. Thus, the inventions lack unity and are separable as set forth above.
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